Variation to The Rules of Assessment for Translation Interpreting and Subtitling (Full and Part-Time) Masters Degrees 2023-2024

In respect of the following courses:

MA Q91012 Translation, Interpreting and Subtitling
MA Q91024 Translation, Interpreting and Subtitling (part-time)
MA Q91112 Translation and Professional Practice
MA Q91124 Translation and Professional Practice (part-time)
MA Q2Q912 Translation and Literature
MA Q2Q924 Translation and Literature (part-time)
MA T1Q912 Conference Interpreting and Translation (Chinese-English)
MA Q91T12 Advanced Interpreting with Specialised Translation (Chinese-English)
MA Q91T24 Advanced Interpreting with Specialised Translation (Chinese-English) (part-time)
MA Q91212 Chinese-English Translation and Professional Practice
MA Q91224 Chinese-English Translation and Professional Practice (part-time)

For LA899-7-SU Dissertation, students are required to achieve a pass mark of 50 in both components of the translation project in order to pass this module and achieve the credits.
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